In Her Simplicity the Soul Comes to
Resemble Jesus
June 19

Article VIII THE EIGHTH COMMANDMENT
I. Living in the Truth
2470 The disciple of Christ consents to “live in the truth,” that is, in the simplicity of a life in
conformity with the Lord’s example, abiding in his truth… “265

3 Kings (1 Kings) 9:4
[4] And if thou wilt walk before me, as thy father walked, in simplicity of heart, and in
uprightness: and wilt do all that I have commanded thee, and wilt keep my ordinances and
my judgments, [5] I will establish the throne of thy kingdom over Israel for ever, as I
promised David thy father, saying: There shall not fail a man of thy race upon the throne of
Israel.
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Proverbs 2:7
He will keep the salvation of the righteous, and protect them that walk in simplicity.
Proverbs 20:7
The just that walketh in his simplicity, shall leave behind him blessed children.

V7 - July 31, 1906 - Continuing in my usual state, blessed Jesus came for a little,
and embracing me wholly, He told me: "My daughter, simplicity is to virtues as
condiment to foods. For a simple soul there are neither keys nor doors to enter into
Me, nor are there for Me to enter into her, because from all sides she can enter into
Me, and I into her. Even more, to better say it, she finds herself in Me without
entering because, by her simplicity, she comes to resemble Me, Who am most
simple Spirit, and only because I AM most simple I AM present everywhere and
nothing can escape my hand. A simple soul is like the light of the Sun – in spite of
any fog, or of the fact that its rays pass through whatever rubbish, it remains
always light, it gives light to all, and it never changes. In the same way, a simple
soul, no matter what mortification or displeasure she may receive, does not cease
to be light for herself and for those who have mortified her. And if she sees evil
things, she does not become stained, but remains always light; nor does she change,
because simplicity is that virtue which most resembles the Divine Being. Only
through this virtue can one participate in the other divine qualities, and only in the
soul who is simple are there no impediments or obstacles for Divine Grace to enter
and to operate. In fact, since both one and the other are light, one light easily unites
and transforms into the other."
But who can say what I comprehended about this simplicity? I feel as though
a sea is in my mind, and I am able to manifest but a few little drops of this sea, and
those disconnected among themselves.
Deo Gratias.
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